Guadalajara, Jalisco México.

October 16, 2021

Ministerial Report

Although we have had a year and a half
of restrictions in place due to Covid-19,
thankfully we have been able to resume
our role as the church.

This elapsed time has helped us to determine more specifics about
our area of outreach and evangelism. New ministries and projects
have arisen with the targeted aim of "breaking the ice" and
making friends with our neighbors in La Perla (the Pearl)
community.
During these three years that the church has
been established in this area, we have
identified that there is a lot of poverty around
us. Every Friday the gospel is shared with
more than 50 homeless people who live on the
outskirts of the Civil Hospital. Just several
blocks away from the church, around 40
homeless people sleep during the months of
December, January, and part of February
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when the temperature drops. Hence, the project "Covering the
Pearl community" and it's surroundings. Our goal is to collect 100
blankets to give to the poor and homeless people of our
community by the beginning of December.

Another one of our projects to reach our community are
"Christmas baskets". Last year we were able to bless 15 homes
and in a practical way share with them the love of Jesus. The goal
for this year is to have contact with 20 families, so we need to raise
funds for 20 baskets at a cost of $500 pesos each.
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Our next project is focused on children's ministry.
This October 28th - 30th we will be offering a series
of kids workshops as an outreach to the community
for 40 children with the purpose of sharing the plan
of salvation. These workshops will be given free of
charge, so we will need to raise the amount of $6,000 pesos to buy
the materials and snacks that will be given to the children. We are
pressed with a deadline of Sunday October 25th to raise the funds
for this event.
We wanted to share with you about these
upcoming projects, so that your prayer for us can
be more specific and in the same way, share this
opportunity. If God puts it in your heart to bless
the church and be a part of one of these projects.
God has remained faithful with Iglesia de Fe. Despite all the global
chaos, we continue forward, fulfilling the call and vision of God for
us.In the same way, we want to be part of His projects. If there is
something we can help with or pray about, let us know..We are all
about doing the work of God's kingdom together!
Sincerely,
Pastor Miguel and Cadmiel Alcalá.
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